
LEARNING WITH…

Perfect for non-verbal children 
to be able to communicate their 
ideas or express their likes and 
dislikes.

Ideal for children who struggle 
to write a sentence, a good way 
to promote independence.

Really beneficial to support 
SEND children and EYFS.

Great for phonics and literacy in 
general.

Ideal in my speech and 
language support role.

Use with Makaton signs and 
symbols.

Chatter Board Pro

A good way to encourage 
conversations for SEND 
children.

AV46652 
This new version of this popular resource uses rechargeable batteries 
making it a more environmentally friendly choice for your classroom. 

It also has two headphone sockets which will help to reduce noise levels 
and encourage pupils to concentrate and hear the recorded words clearer. 

Here are some of the comments from the STAEDTLER Teachers’ Club.



The possibilities are endless-use for 
phonics, literacy, maths, the weekly 
challenge, speech and language, and for 
intervention groups. Perfect for indoor 
and outdoor learning.

Chatter Board Pro

Amazing for children to learn 
new vocabulary and think 
through their sentence 
structure.

Great way to get children to  
retell and create their own stories. 
Encourage creative writing.

.Perfect for small groups in 
TaskBoard sessions.

Perfect for small groups to do 
speech and language exercises. 
Use for interventions in phonics, 
speech and language. 

Use in Music to help pupils 
focus and learn repeated parts 
of songs, rhythms and melody.

Encourages 
communication across 
the curriculum.



Easy to create your own boards by 
changing the symbols on each tile or by 
creating your own grids using the grid 
generator   https://micetf.fr/tableau-bavard/ 
[micetf.fr]

Chatter Board Pro

A good tool for MFL as a 
prompt for speaking and 
writing.

Use to help with home 
schooling.

A good memorisation aid. Ideal to help children to 
organise and record their ideas.

Great way to learn tricky 
science vocabulary. Perfect for 
lower ability KS3/4 groups.

Perfect for non-verbal 
students- help with 
communication with them.

Ideal to be used inside or outside, the 
Chatter Board Pro will support pupils 

throughout the school across the curriculum.

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/micetf.fr/tableau-bavard/__;!!FH33M7w!fUwbLKlfY2c45cX_ltqs1gBENg_oFt1uo4VBh5rkXCCF__a771NafPO8PW0UCHFfV4FBsxe-qJvE$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/micetf.fr/tableau-bavard/__;!!FH33M7w!fUwbLKlfY2c45cX_ltqs1gBENg_oFt1uo4VBh5rkXCCF__a771NafPO8PW0UCHFfV4FBsxe-qJvE$


With 44 blank dry-wipe tiles 
each with a 10 second record 
time, this versatile resource 
is perfect for many activities.

Chatter Board Pro

Fabulous in reception classes 
for sounding words out in 
phonics and helping with 
sentence writing.

Have fun storytelling, text 
mapping, and guessing 
messages.

Use them to record words, 
repeat back, create a story map, 
and listen and write words.

Great for developing oracy.

Support sentence building. Use 
the chatter Board to describe 
things and improve sentences.

Perfect for 1 to 1 talk 
to a partner.
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